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Abstract
The delayed cosmology [JCAP 02(2012)046] assumes that the evolution of geometries is delayed
relative to that of matter and/or energies. This idea allows inflation occur without inflaton fields or
vacuum energies of any kind as drivings. We considered the production and evolution of primordial
perturbations in this model. The result indicate that, with delaying, we could get a nearly scale-
free power spectrum consistent with observations starting from a totally radiation dominated early
universe.
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1 Introduction
The scenario of inflation [1, 2] developed since 1980s may be the most successful part of modern
cosmology [3, 4]. It solves the horizon, flatness and other unavoidable problems of old cosmology very
successfully. Most importantly, it provides an elegant mechanism for the production of primordial seeds
of structures of the universe [3, 5]. On March 2014, the BICEP2 team announced their detection of
primordial gravitational waves through the B-mode polarization [6] of cosmological microwave back-
ground radiation, which is expected to be a strong evidence for the scenario of inflation. However, the
joint analysis of BICEP2 and Planck Collaborations in Febrary 2015 indicates that, this phenomenon
is mostly due to the effects of galaxy dusts[7]. As a result, the settling down of the occurrence of
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Figure 1: By introducing a delay to the source term of Friedmann equation, inflation is
obtained in the absence of extra scalar field, and is accompanied with a smooth graceful
exit for a wide range of α. In this figure the delay parameter is chosen as τ = 10tpl. The
inflation lasts in the period τ < t < 2τ .
inflation becomes an open question again. Nevertheless, the scenario of inflation still remains as the
most appealing idea for the early history of the universe.
In most of the existing models, see for examples [3, 4], inflations during the early universe is
implemented with the aid of some one or more scalar fields named inflaton. As far as we know, all
these kinds of inflation models violate the strong energy conditions, some of them require specifically
designed mechanism to protect the universe from eternal inflation, and some others of them require
artificial choosing of initial values for the inflaton fields. What’s more, in the standard model of
elementary particles, we have not yet found any scalar fields could properly play the role of inflaton.
Noticing that in many natural phenomenas, the responses of systems are usually delayed relative to
their driving forces, Choudhury et al. proposed [8] that, in the Friedmann equation, similar delaying
effects may also take place, [ a˙(t)
a(t)
]2
=
1
3
ρ(t− τ). (1)
Here a, ρ, t and overdot denote the scale factor, energy density, cosmic time and derivatives respect
to t respectively, τ is the delaying. With this assumption and some rather general initial conditions,
Choudhury et al found that an early inflation and elegant exit from it would take place very naturally.
Of course, to prevent possible contradictions between the known observations and predictions following
from Eq. (1), the parameter τ should not be too large. Choudhury et al. find that under the pre-
inflation assumption a0<t<τ = t
α, the resulting evolution of scale factors has the form
a(t) =
{
τα exp
(
Hi
(t−τ)1− 32 (1+w)α
1− 32 (1+w)α
)
, τ < t < 2τ
graceful exit, t <∞
(2)
Obviously, as long as (1 + w)α < 23 , the universe will experience accelerations in appropriate later
periods, see Figure 1 for illustrations. Following Ref. [8], we will call this idea as delayed cosmology, or
sometimes, delayed inflation. We comment here that, more general form of pre-inflation scale factors
are also allowed and it is in fact counter-part of potentials in the scalar field driving inflation models.
This is an ingenious idea for the mechanism of inflation. It avoids the introduction of ”professional”
fields which is not in the known lists of particle physics as driving forces, and solves the exit problem
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gracefully. Certainly, as a new kind of inflation mechanism, enabling the exponential growth of scale
factors is not adequate. The more important question is, could this mechanism provide the seeds of
structures for the later universe. As it is well known that, in the conventional models, the quantum
fluctuations of inflaton fields after being pulled out of horizon by the accelerating expansion, it became
the seeds of structures for late time evolutions. For a mechanism without inflaton fields as the delayed
cosmology, we could only depend on the quantum fluctuations of pre-inflation cosmic-contents (radia-
tion/matter) to provide such seeds of structures. The purpose of this paper is to consider the evolution
of perturbations in the delayed inflation and calculate the power spectrum of primordial fluctuations.
The organization of this paper is as follow, this section is a brief introduction to the basic ideas
of delayed cosmology. The next section calculates the power spectrums of primordial perturbations
produced in the delayed inflation, includes both scalar and tensor modes. The next next section
numerically evolves the primordial fluctuations in the late time universe with delays and obtain the
power spectrum of matter distributions today. The last section is the conclusion.
2 The power spectrum of perturbations in the delayed infla-
tion
2.1 The equation of motion for perturbations
The basic idea of delayed cosmology/inflation is revising the Friedman equation so that the growth
of the cosmic scale factor is delayed relative to the evolution of energy-densities. When we consider
the questions of perturbation and structure formation, it is very natural to generalize this idea to the
full Einstein equation, so that
Gµν (~x, t) = Tµν (~x, t− τ ) . (3)
It is worthwile pointing out that, this delaying generalisation of Einstein equation breaks general
covariance. The delayed Friedmann equation (1), if following from some quantum theory of gravity,
requires this feature unavoidably. Our generalisation may be the simplest one. It allows us to borrow
perturbation techniques from Einstein theory to maximum degree.
According to the theory of cosmological perturbations [9, 10, 11], in the Newton + gravitational
wave gauge, we could write the perturbed cosmic metric as
ds2 = −(1− 2Φ)dt2 + a2[δij(1 + 2Φ) + hij ]dxidxj (4)
where hij takes the form of
hij =


h+ h× 0
h× −h+ 0
0 0 0

 (5)
Substituting this perturbed metric into the delayed Einstein equation (3), and taking first order ap-
proximations, we will get
∇2Φ− 3HΦ′ − 3H2Φ = 1
2
a2δρτ (6)
Di (Φ
′ +HΦ) = −1
2
a2 (ρτ + pτ )∇iV (7)
Φ′′ + 3HΦ′ + (2H′ +H2)Φ = 1
2
a2δpτ (8)
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for scalar perturbation and
h′′λ + 2Hh′λ + k2hλ = 0 (9)
for tensor perturbations. The subscripts τ on the right hand side of these equation means delaying,
i.e. {ρτ , pτ , · · · } ≡ {ρ(t− τ), p(t− τ), · · · }. While the prime ′ symbols appearing on the left hand side
represents derivatives respect to the conformal time ddη = a
d
dt , so H ≡ 1a dadτ = dadt .
For general non adiabatic perturbations, δp = c2sδρ + δpnad. The resulting equation array (6)-(8)
will be very difficult to process. However, for the physically more relevant adiabatic perturbations,
the source term in these equations can be eliminated immediately through simple combinations. The
resulting equation reads
Φ′′ + 3H (1 + c2s)Φ′ + c2sk2Φ + [2H′ + (1 + 3c2s)H2]Φ = 0, (10)
where c2s ≡ ∂p∂ρ |adiabatic = w. Obviously, delaying effects enter these equations only through the
coefficient functions such as H and H′ et al. Physically, these equations have no difference relative
to those in conventional scalar field driven inflation [3]. Techniquely, since the Newton potential Φ
in these equations have no “entanglement” with other fields like those in scalar field driven inflations.
We have to calculate its power spectrum directly. This is different from the case in scalar field driven
inflation theories, where one usually get the spectrum of Φ through that of the inflaton field which is
more easy to treat.
2.2 The power spectrum of perturbations, exponential inflation
Now, let us follow the standard method of inflationary cosmology, and consider the quantization
of perturbations in the delayed inflation. For tensor perturbation, the equation of motion and power
spectrum expressions are completely of the same form as they are in scalar field driving models [12].
The only point which should be emphasized here is that, in quantization of h, we have to make the
transformation
h˜ ≡ 1√
2
ah = aˆ~kv(
~k, η) + aˆ†~kv
∗(~k, η) (11)
so that
v′′ + (k2 − a
′′
a
)v = 0. (12)
where ′ still represents derivatives with respect to conformal time η. For exponential inflation (in
delayed inflation, this means α = 0), the Hubble parameter H is a constant.
η =
ˆ a
ae
da
Ha2
= − 1
aH
∣∣∣a
ae
⇒ a
′′
a
=
2
η2
(13)
where ae is the scale factor as inflation ends. In this case, equation (12) can be solved analytically
v(~k, η) =
1√
2k
e−ikη(1− i
kη
) (14)
At the beginning of inflation, a → 0, η → −∞, −kη ≫ 1, the purturbation is inside the horizon
v(~k, η) = 1√
2k
e−ikη. While at the ending of inflation, a → ae, η → 0, kη ≪ 1. In this case, the
perturbation is stretched outside the horizon v(~k, η) = − 1√
2k
ie−ikη
kη . The variance or power spectrum
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of the quantized h˜ take its value at this time
Ph˜(k) ≡ |v|2−kη≪1 =
a2H2
2k3
|a=ae (15)
According to the definition (11), the power spectrum of h could be calculated from that of h˜,
Ph ≡ 2
a2e
Ph˜ =
H2
2k3
|ae , where [h˜, πh˜] = i~ (16)
Obviously, this will lead to a exactly scale free power spectrum k3Ph for tensor perturbations. Scale
dependence would occur in non-exponential inflations. In the delayed model, this could be implemented
by choosing a slightly different form of pre-inflation scale factors, for example a(0 < t < τ) ∝ tα, α 6= 0.
However, power spectrums in such models could only calculated numerically. We will provide our results
in the next section.
One may worry that our derivations (13)-(15) may be invalid in the delayed inflation scenario,
because the era of inflation in this case is too short to allow the quantum fluctuation of space-time to
evolve and grow out of the horizon. However, we note that even in the standard inflation scenario,
fluctuations are passively stretched instead of actively growing outside the horizon. So the question of
some fluctuation mode could or not evolve out of the horizon is not determined by the absolute time
inflation lasts, but by the number of e-foldings inflation accomplishes. As long as enough number of
e-foldings could be achieved, the mode’s being stretched out of horizon is a indispensable phenomena.
For scalar perturbations, paralleling with equation (11), we have to define and quantize the auxiliary
variable Φ˜
Φ˜ ≡ a 32 (1+c2s)Φ = bˆ~ku(~k, η) + bˆ†~ku(~k, η) (17)
u′′ + [c2sk
2 +
1− 3c2s
2
a′′
a
− 9c
4
s + 7
4
H2]u = 0. (18)
In exponential inflations following from pre-inflation form of scale factor a ∝ t0, this equation for Φ˜
has almost the same form as that of h˜, thus similar solution and variances
PΦ˜ ≡ |u(~k, η)|2
−kη≪1−−−−−→ − η
4π
[
Γ(ν)
(− cskη
2
)−ν]2
(19)
ν2 ≡ 9
4
(
c2s +
2
3
)2
(20)
Using this result and equation (17), we can write down the power spectrum of scalar perturbation Φ
PΦ(k)|ae ≡
1
a
3(1+c2s)
e
Γ2(ν)(−η)1−2ν
4π(csk/2)2ν
|ae
c2s=1/3−−−−→ 1
a2e
H2
2(csk)3
|ae (21)
Similar to tensor perturbations, this is again a scale free as long as c2s = 1/3. This implies us that, in
the delayed inflation, a radiation dominated beginning stage is completely enough to produce an exact
scale free power spectrum. While a non totally radiation dominated beginning or a non-exponential
inflation could both introduce the scale-dependence of the power spectrum. We will use numeric
method to study such cases.
From equations (16) and (21), we can easily calculate the tensor-to-scalar ratio of the power spec-
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Figure 2: The power spectrum of scalar (left) and tensor (right) perturbations in
the delayed inflation with pre-inflation scale factor a(0 < t 6 τ) ∼ tα, α =
0(green),±0.03(red/blue).
trum,
r =
Ph
PΦ
(α,w,Hiτ, k/Hi)
α=0,c2s=1/3== 3−
3
2 a2e = e
2Hiτ (22)
Obviously, for non-exponential type inflation, this ratio is very difficult to calculate analytically. How-
ever, for exponential type inflations, this ratio just equal to the scale factor of the universe as inflation
ends. This may look strange at first glance. However, this is similar to the fact that r is function of
slow roll parameters, for instance r = 12.4ǫ of [3]. The difference is that, in such scalar field driving
models, ǫ’s dependence on ae is hidden. In the delayed model, e
Hiτ plays just the same role as ǫ does
in scalar field driving models.
From analysis in this section, we can see that in the delayed inflation model, the form of pre-inflation
scale factor function plays the same role as the form of potentials controlling the scalar field evolution.
However, for general form for pre-inflation scale factors a(0 < t < τ), we have to use numerics to
calculate function form of both the background scale factors a(τ < t) and perturbation quantities Φ
and h.
2.3 Non-exponential inflation, numeric results
For the special form of pre-inflation scale factor a(0 < t < τ) ∝ tα, the succeeding evolution of
a(τ < t < 2τ) is analytically known, see equation (2). For simplicity we will take this form as a basic
input and pay our attention in this section on the calculation of power spectrums on this background.
We use numeric method solving equations (12) and (17) with boundary conditions
v(k, η)−kη≫1 =
1√
2k
e−ikη, u(k, η)−kη≫1 =
1√
2csk
e−icskη (23)
and use definitions (16) and (21) to calculate the corresponding power spectrums. Techniquely, we use
two strategies to implement high precisions. The first is, we factorize the variables v and u into the
product of two parts, one of which is the exact solution to the corresponding differential equation when
6
α = 0. In more details, we let
v(kη)α6=0 =
1√
2k
e−ikη(1 − i
kη
)C(kη), u(cskη)α6=0 = H(1)ν (cskη)D(cskη) (24)
and pay the main attentions on the functions C(kη) and D(cskη). Since the analytically part carries
out the early(−kη ≫ 1)-vibrational and late(−kη ≪ 1)-exponentially-growing part, the numerical
solving of C and D becomes more viable for high precision implementation. The second is, we take
the cosmic time t instead of the conformal time η as the independent variables. Because during the
inflationary era, τ ≈ − exp(t). τ varies in a exponentially large range while t varies only in a linearly
increasing range. Obviously, for non-vibrational and non-exponentially-growing functions such as C
and D, following their evolution on the t axis is more viable than on the τ axis.
Our results are displayed in Figure 2. From the figure, we easily see that, the parameter α in
a(0 < t < τ) ∝ tα is directly related with the scale dependence of power spectrum of perturbations.
When α > 0, the power spectrum is slightly red-tilt. While as α < the spectrum is purely blue-tilt.
Just as we mentioned above, the role of a(t)0<t<τ ’s form in the delayed model is totally equivalent
with that of potentials in the scalar field driving inflation.
Figure 3: The distribution of error function (25) on the Hi-α and τ -α plane.
As long as the relevant parameter are concerned in figure 2, we first recall that in Ref. [8], Choudhury
et al discussed the constraints on α and τ imposed by the number of e-foldings 65 6 Ne. Their
conclusion is, τ is of order 102 ∼ 103tpl, α could be negative as well as positive in a rather broad
range, see the Figure 2 of their paper. However, this conclusion is based on the condition that Hi = 1
(in their original notations, this is ρ
1/4
0 ), whose default unit is Mpl. In our paper we will relax this
pre-assumption and take Hi as free parameter to determine. We will use the following conditions
• number of e-foldings aeabegin = exp[Hi
τ1−
3
2
(1+w)α
1− 32 (1+w)α
] = exp(65) [3]
• COBE normalization k3PΦ = 50π29 · (1.9× 10−5)2 = 1.979× 10−8 [5]
• power spectrum index ns = 0.9677− 1 of scalar perturbations [18]
• Planck+BICEP2 upper bound on tensor to scalar ratios PhPΦ ≤ 0.12 [7], we will take
Ph
PΦ
= 0.01 as
examples
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to define error function
errFunc =
( k3PΦ|kCOBE
1.979× 10−8 − 1
)2
+
( ns
0.0323
− 1)2 + (Ph/PΦ
0.01
− 1)2 (25)
Under the extra assumption that c2s =
∂p
∂ρ |adiabatic = 13 , we find that the following suit of parameters
Hi = 4.62× 10−5Mpl, τ = 3.59× 106tpl, α = 0.0334, ae = 0.0437 (26)
minimises the above error function. Centering on this point, the distribution of the error functions on
the Hi − α and τ − α plane is displayed in figure 3. From this distribution, we easily see that in the
delayed model, inflation occurs at energy scale of 10−5Mpl while the time delaying is of order 106tpl.
3 Late time evolutions
Some people may worry that delays as large as τ ∼ 106tpl may cause noticeable effects on the
late time evolution of the universe, for instance, the structure formation processes. However, from the
viewpoint of post-inflationary cosmologies, this is in fact an almost negligible period of time. To show
that this is the case indeed, let us consider the evolution of matter/energy fluctuations in the late time
of Λ- Cold Dark Matter model in this section. The basic idea of this section is just an exercise from
[11] and is essentially using numerics to search solutions of the following equation array
Θ′0 +
k
3
Θ1 = −Φ′, (27)
Θ′1 +
k
3
Θ0 = −k
3
Φ, (28)
δ′ + ikv = −3Φ, (29)
v′ +
a˙
a
v = ikΦ, (30)
where Θ0 and Θ1 are the zeroth and first moment of cosmic background radiation, δ and v are those
of matters, including both dark matter and baryons, Φ, k and a are respectively scalar-perturbation,
0.01 0.1 1 10
k
10 000
1000
100
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Figure 4: Power spectrum of matter distributions predicted by the delayed inflation and
delayed ΛCDM cosmology with delaying 106tpl. The magnitude and shape of this late
time power spectrum is very close to observations provided in [15, 16, 17].
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wave number and scale factors of the late time universe. Φ and a satisfy equations
k2Φ + 3H (Φ′ +HΦ) = 1
2
a2 [ρδ + 4ρrΘ0] (31)
[ a˙(t)
a(t)
]2
=
H20
3
[ρm(t− τ)
ρtot
+
ρr(t− τ)
ρtot
+
ρΛ
ρtot
]
(32)
Note again that in these equations, overdot represent derivatives respective to the physical time ddt ≡
d
adη , while
′, to the conformal time ddη .
With the early time approximation and the primordial power spectrum of figure (2) as input
Φ(ηi) = 2Θ0 =
√
PΦ (33)
δ(ηi) = 3Θ0 (34)
Θ1(ηi) = 0 (35)
v(ηi) = 0 (36)
we get from Eqs (27)-(32) the power spectrum of matters in the universe today, Pδ ≡ |δk|2today. The
result is illustrated in Figure 4. From the figure we easily see that, delays as long as 106tpl, introduces
almost no observable effects on structure formation and evolutions in the late universe
4 Conclusion
This paper calculated the power spectrum of primordial perturbations, including both scalar and
tensor types, produced during the inflations driven by delays. The result indicate that, in the delayed
inflation without inflaton field, a radiation dominated early universe are completely enough to provide
near scale-free power spectrums for both tensor and scalar perturbations. The form of pre-inflation
scale factors a(0 < t < τ) plays the same role as the potential of scalar fields in conventional inflations.
And deviations from a pure radiation dominating inflationary universe, or the adjustment of model
parameter α may both introduce the dependence on scales for the power spectrum. Using observations
of Planck and BICEP2, we estimated the key parameters of the model. τ ≈ 106tpl, Hi = He ≈ 10−5Mpl.
In the last section, we add delays to the ΛCDM and numerically evolve the perturbations in the late
time universe and get the power spectrum of matters in the current universe. The result is also
consistent with the standard cosmological model and observations.
As discussions, we comment here that, i) if inflations are really caused by delay, then we need not
any inflaton fields or exotic dark energies to dominate the early universe. The big bang just begins from
the radiation time. As a result, we also need no mechanism of reheating. This is indeed a simplification
of the early universe. ii) although the delay mechanism could drive the early time inflation, it could
not alleviate our thirsty of dark energies in the late time universe. iii) in the delayed inflation, the
scale factor a is continuous but not smooth at the point t = τ . Revealing effects of this feature on
observations is a very valuable work for futures
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